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Yale Climate Opinion Maps 2018
Yale Program on Climate Change Communication

These maps show how Americans' climate change beliefs, risk
perceptions, and policy support vary at the state, congressional
district, metro area, and county levels. This version of the Yale…

Climate-Change-American-Mind-December2018-min.pdf

The Media's Failure To Connect The Dots On
Climate Change
HuffPost

was produced and originally published by The New Republic and is
reproduced here as part of the collaboration. A record-breaking
heat wave killed 65 people in Japan this week, just weeks after…

The Media's Failure to Connect the Dots on
Climate Change
T he New Republic

Other legacy outlets appear to be reconsidering how they cover
extreme weather. Like NPR, The New York Times also published a
story Greece's wildfires on Tuesday that didn't mention climate…

Dr. Genevieve Guenther
@DoctorVive

1. I happened to listen to @NPR for a few hours this
morning, and I heard three stories that are very much
connected to #climatechange without anyone on the
radio mentioning climate change even once.
It was surreal and disturbing.
[thread]
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Fires Across California Force Evacuations,
Claim Homes And At Least One Life
NPR.org

Excessive heat and fire warnings remain in effect from the
National Weather Service across much of California, where crews
are battling a number of powerful wildfires. As of Saturday…

Geoff Brumfiel, NPR's science editor, vigorously defended the public radio network's
climate coverage. "We're actively working on a story, trying to see what scientists think
all of these events," he told me on Tuesday. "You don't just want to be throwing
around, 'T his is due to climate change, that is due to climate change.'" I suggested that
journalists don't need to determine whether an event was caused by climate change to
make a climate connection &mdash; a journalist could merely say climate change
makes extreme events such as these more likely. "It's an interesting question if there
should be boilerplate language [in extreme weather stories]," Brumfiel replied.
https://twitter.com/gbrumfiel

EndClimateSilence.org
EndClimateSilence.org

climate change is the story of the century. let's tell it.
#EndClimateSilence see a story that the media should connect to
climate change? tweet to EndClimateSilence.org here:…
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